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#OLLECTION฀ AT฀ %AST฀ #AROLINA฀ 5NIVERSITY฀ TO฀
FAMILIARIZE฀MIDDLE฀ SCHOOL฀ TEACHERS฀WITH฀ THE฀
%ASTERN฀ #AROLINA฀ $IGITAL฀ (ISTORY฀ %XHIBITS฀
AND฀PROVIDE฀LESSON฀PLANS฀FOR฀THE฀SITE฀REVEALED฀




THE฀ +n฀ COMMUNITY฀ GENERALLY฀ WELCOMES฀
DIGITAL฀ RESOURCES฀ TEACHERS฀ FACE฀ IMPORTANT฀
CHALLENGES฀฀SUCH฀AS฀REDESIGNING฀THE฀CURRICU
LUM฀7HAT฀ THE฀ TEACHERS฀HAD฀ TO฀ SAY฀AS฀WELL฀







!CADEMIC฀ LIBRARIANS฀ ARE฀ ACTIVELY฀
DIGITIZING฀ THEIR฀ UNIQUE฀ HISTORICAL฀
RECORDS฀ AND฀ LIKE฀ OTHER฀ DIGITIZERS฀
HAVE฀ ALWAYS฀ RECOGNIZED฀ THE฀ +n฀
COMMUNITY฀AS฀NATURAL฀AND฀ IMMEDI
ATE฀ USERS฀ OF฀ THEIR฀ SITES฀ $IGITIZERS฀
hKNOW฀ THE฀ VALUE฀ OF฀ THEIR฀ MATERI
ALS฀ AND฀ BELIEVE฀ THAT฀ THEY฀ WILL฀ BEN
EFIT฀THE฀CLASSROOMv฀4HEY฀SEE฀EASIER฀
AND฀ WIDER฀ ACCESS฀ FOR฀ STUDENTS฀ AND฀
MORE฀ ACTIVE฀ INVOLVEMENT฀ WITH฀ HIS
TORY฀ FOR฀ EXAMPLE฀ AS฀ A฀WAY฀ TO฀ BEN
EFIT฀POORER฀ SCHOOLS฀AS฀WELL฀AS฀ RICHER฀
ONES฀!CADEMIC฀ LIBRARIANS฀ IN฀ PUBLIC฀
AND฀ LANDGRANT฀ INSTITUTIONS฀ MAY฀ IN฀
FACT฀HAVE฀A฀LEGAL฀OBLIGATION฀TO฀SERVE฀
THE฀SCHOOLS฀4HESE฀INSTITUTIONS฀WERE฀
FOUNDED฀ TO฀ PROVIDE฀ BROAD฀ EDUCA
TIONAL฀ OPPORTUNITIES฀ TO฀ THE฀ GENERAL฀
POPULATION฀ AND฀ IN฀ ORDER฀ TO฀ RECEIVE฀
FUNDING฀ ARE฀ REQUIRED฀ TO฀ PRACTICE฀
OPENNESS฀ ACCESSIBILITY฀ AND฀ SERVICE฀
IN฀THEIR฀OPERATIONS
,ARGER฀ ACADEMIC฀ LIBRARIES฀ AND฀
OTHER฀ LARGER฀ CULTURAL฀ INSTITUTIONS฀
WERE฀ THE฀ FIRST฀ TO฀ OFFER฀ THEIR฀ UNIQUE฀
RESOURCES฀AND฀PRIMARY฀DOCUMENTS฀ON฀
THE฀)NTERNET฀BUT฀DIGITALHISTORY฀INITIA
TIVES฀ AND฀ PROJECTS฀ NO฀ LONGER฀ RESIDE฀
ONLY฀ WITH฀ THEM฀ $IGITIZING฀ PROJECTS฀
ARE฀GROWING฀hFROM฀A฀ TRICKLE฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ TO฀A฀
CASCADEv฀
4HE฀ INCREASE฀ IN฀ DIGITIZING฀ HOW
EVER฀ DOES฀ NOT฀ AUTOMATICALLY฀ MEAN฀
THAT฀ LIBRARIANS฀ UNDERSTAND฀ THE฀ NEED฀
OR฀USES฀FOR฀THEIR฀PRODUCTS฀IN฀THE฀CLASS
ROOM฀ )N฀ FACT฀ MOST฀ LIBRARIANS฀ HAVE฀
ONLY฀ GENERAL฀ AND฀ INFORMAL฀ KNOWL
EDGE฀ OF฀ WHAT฀ TEACHERS฀ ACTUALLY฀ DO฀
WITH฀ THEIR฀ DIGITIZED฀ HISTORICAL฀ SITES฀
OR฀WHETHER฀THEY฀KNOW฀ABOUT฀THEM฀OR฀
USE฀THEM฀AT฀ALL฀!BOUT฀THIS฀SITUATION฀
#HERRY฀ WRITES฀ h)F฀ THE฀ CARETAKERS฀ OF฀
CULTURALHERITAGE฀ MATERIALS฀ ARE฀ SERI
OUS฀ABOUT฀SERVING฀THE฀+n฀COMMU
NITY฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ THEN฀ THEY฀MUST฀ KNOW฀ THEIR฀
+n฀AUDIENCE฀BETTERv฀
4HERE฀ IS฀ NO฀ DOUBT฀ THAT฀ TEACHERS฀
WILL฀CONTINUE฀TO฀SEEK฀THESE฀SITES฀3OME฀
STATES฀ NOW฀ MANDATE฀ THE฀ USE฀ OF฀ PRI
MARY฀RESOURCES฀AND฀TECHNOLOGY฀IN฀THE฀
CLASSROOM฀WHICH฀MEANS฀ THAT฀ SCHOOLS฀
MUST฀ LOOK฀ TO฀ACQUIRE฀ THESE฀$IGITIZED฀
RESOURCES฀ HELP฀ TEACHERS฀ MEET฀ STATE฀
REQUIREMENTS฀ WITHOUT฀ GREAT฀ COST฀ TO฀
THE฀ SCHOOLS฀ 0UBLIC฀ SCHOOLS฀ AND฀ THEIR฀
MEDIA฀ CENTERS฀ OR฀ LIBRARIES฀ ARE฀ OF฀
COURSE฀ GREATLY฀ LIMITED฀ IN฀ RESOURCES฀
FUNDING฀AND฀SPACE฀!฀TYPICAL฀MEDIA
CENTER฀ HISTORY฀ COLLECTION฀ MIGHT฀ CON
SIST฀ IN฀ THE฀ MAIN฀ OF฀ BIOGRAPHIES฀ AND฀
A฀ REFERENCE฀ SECTION฀ WITH฀ HISTORICAL
BIOGRAPHICAL฀ DICTIONARIES฀ AND฀ ENCY
CLOPEDIASINCLUDING฀ SPECIALIZED฀
ONES฀COVERING฀SUCH฀GROUPS฀AS฀!FRICAN฀
!MERICAN฀ WOMENFOR฀ THE฀ BROAD฀
RANGE฀OF฀HISTORICAL฀PERIODS฀)N฀ADDITION฀
TO฀THESE฀MATERIALS฀THE฀LIBRARIES฀USUALLY฀
OFFER฀ ACCESS฀ TO฀ THE฀ )NTERNET฀ AND฀ THUS฀
TO฀ SITES฀ WITH฀ RELEVANT฀ PRIMARY฀ DOC
UMENTS฀ OFTEN฀ THROUGH฀ SPECIAL฀ LOW
COST฀ STATESPONSORED฀ PROGRAMS฀ AND฀
SOMETIMES฀ THROUGH฀ GRANTS฀ )T฀ IS฀ INTO฀
THIS฀ EXTENSION฀OF฀ THE฀ SCHOOL฀ LIBRARIES฀
ACTUAL฀RESOURCES฀THAT฀ACADEMICLIBRARY฀
DIGITAL฀SITES฀FALL
)N฀ ADDITION฀ TEACHERS฀ GENERALLY฀
hWANT฀ STUDENTS฀ TO฀ PLACE฀ A฀ HIGHER฀
VALUE฀ ON฀ THOSE฀ 7EB฀ SITES	฀ THAT฀ ARE฀
SPONSORED฀BY฀UNIVERSITIES฀MUSEUMS฀
OR฀FACULTYv฀4HEY฀ARE฀LOOKING฀TO฀ACA
DEMIC฀ LIBRARIANS฀ AMONG฀ OTHERS฀ TO฀
DEVELOP฀ HIGHQUALITY฀ USABLE฀ CLASS




SOCIETIES฀ BECAUSE฀ THEY฀ TOO฀ POTEN
TIALLY฀SERVE฀THE฀+n฀AUDIENCE
!฀LOOK฀AT฀THE฀EDUCATION฀LITERATURE฀
AND฀ AT฀ OUR฀ OWN฀ EXPERIENCE฀ WITH฀ A฀
WORKSHOP฀ FOR฀ TEACHERS฀ SUPPORTS฀ THE฀
IDEA฀ THAT฀ IN฀ SPITE฀OF฀WHAT฀ IS฀ KNOWN฀
ABOUT฀ THE฀ +n฀ CLASSROOM฀ LIBRARI
ANS฀INVOLVED฀IN฀DIGITIZING฀DO฀INDEED฀
NEED฀ TO฀ WORK฀ MORE฀ CLOSELY฀ WITH฀
PRACTICING฀ CLASSROOM฀ TEACHERS฀ &OR฀
LIBRARIANS฀WHO฀ARE฀CONSIDERING฀WAYS฀
TO฀ INTEGRATE฀ THEIR฀ DIGITIZED฀ HISTORY฀






4HE฀ +n฀ TEACHING฀ COMMUNITY฀ GEN
ERALLY฀ HAS฀ WELCOMED฀ DIGITAL฀ HIS
TORY฀ SITES฀ AVAILABLE฀ ON฀ THE฀ )NTERNET฀
2ECENT฀ISSUES฀OF฀SUCH฀JOURNALS฀AS฀4HE฀
(ISTORY฀ 4EACHER฀ 4HEORY฀ AND฀ 2ESEARCH฀
IN฀3OCIAL฀%DUCATION฀ AND฀ *OURNAL฀ OF฀ THE฀
!SSOCIATION฀ FOR฀(ISTORY฀AND฀#OMPUTING฀
.ANCY฀ 0฀ 3HIRES฀ SHIRESN MAILECU฀
EDU	฀ IS฀ 0ROFESSOR฀ IN฀ THE฀.ORTH฀#AROLINA฀
#OLLECTION฀ %AST฀ #AROLINA฀ 5NIVERSITY฀
'REENVILLE
#OMMUNICATIONS
4/฀4(%฀"%.%&)4฀/&฀"/4(฀฀ \฀฀ 3()2%3฀ ฀ ฀
REVEAL฀ THE฀ RECOGNITION฀ OF฀ THE฀ VALUE฀
OR฀ POTENTIAL฀ VALUE฀ OF฀ DIGITIZED฀ HIS
TORY฀ AMONG฀ EDUCATION฀ SCHOLARS฀ AND฀
CLASSROOM฀ TEACHERS฀ /NLINE฀ PRIMARY฀
SOURCES฀HAVE฀BEEN฀SHOWN฀FOR฀EXAM
PLE฀ TO฀ ENCOURAGE฀ RECURSIVE฀ READING฀
AND฀A฀BETTER฀GRASP฀OF฀HISTORICAL฀CAUSA
TION฀ 4HESE฀ SOURCES฀ CAN฀ BE฀ USED฀ TO฀
INCREASE฀ STUDENTS฀ PROBLEMSOLVING฀
SKILLS฀ CRITICAL฀AND฀COMPLEX฀ THINKING฀
AND฀ MULTICULTURAL฀ AWARENESS฀ 4HE฀
!MERICAN฀(ISTORICAL฀!SSOCIATION฀REC
OMMENDS฀ ACTIVE฀ LEARNING฀ IN฀ WHICH฀
STUDENTS฀ACT฀AS฀HISTORIANS฀COMPARING฀
AND฀ EVALUATING฀ TEXTS฀ PLACING฀ EVENTS฀
IN฀CONTEXT฀OR฀REVISING฀OPINION฀BASED฀
ON฀ NEW฀ EVIDENCE฀ !฀ WELLORGANIZED฀
AND฀ ACCESSIBLE฀ COLLECTION฀ OF฀ ONLINE฀
DOCUMENTS฀ ALLOWS฀ AND฀ ENCOURAGES฀
STUDENTS฀TO฀ENGAGE฀IN฀SUCH฀REAL฀STUDY฀
OF฀ HISTORY฀ !ND฀ STUDENTS฀ TEND฀ TO฀
REMEMBER฀ BETTER฀ AND฀ LONGER฀ WHAT฀
THEY฀ FIND฀ OUT฀ FOR฀ THEMSELVES฀ THAN฀
WHAT฀ THEY฀ ARE฀ SIMPLY฀ TOLD฀ ,EE฀ ALSO฀
POINTS฀OUT฀THAT฀hAN฀ONLINE฀DOCUMENT฀
CAN฀ BE฀ MADE฀ USE฀ OF฀ THROUGH฀ ONLINE฀
SOCIAL฀NETWORKS฀IN฀WAYS฀THAT฀NONDIG
ITAL฀DOCUMENTS฀ CANNOT฀BE฀USED฀4HIS฀







INDICATES฀ THAT฀ TEACHERS฀ ESPECIALLY฀
SOCIALSTUDIES฀TEACHERS฀NEED฀TRAINING฀
IN฀ THE฀ USE฀ OF฀ NEW฀ RESOURCES฀ ON฀ THE฀




ENJOY฀ USING฀ COMPUTERS฀ FOR฀ INSTRUC
TION฀ AND฀ EVEN฀ ENTHUSIASTIC฀ STUDENT฀
TEACHERS฀ LOSE฀MUCH฀OF฀ THEIR฀ ENTHUSI
ASM฀AFTER฀THE฀FIRST฀YEAR฀)N฀HIS฀ARTICLE฀
h4EN฀ 7AYS฀ TO฀ )NTEGRATE฀ 4ECHNOLOGY฀
INTO฀ -IDDLE฀ 3CHOOL฀ 3OCIAL฀ 3TUDIESv฀
"RAUN฀ NOTES฀ THE฀ UNEVEN฀ GROWTH฀ OF฀




3OME฀ REASONS฀ FOR฀ HESITANCY฀ IN฀
USING฀ TECHNOLOGY฀ INCLUDE฀ THE฀ LACK฀
OF฀ENOUGH฀COMPUTERS฀AT฀WHICH฀STU
DENTS฀ CAN฀ WORK฀ INDIVIDUALLY฀ OR฀ IN฀
GROUPS฀ OR฀ THE฀ DIFFICULTY฀ IN฀ GETTING฀
THE฀CLASS฀TO฀A฀TIGHTLY฀SCHEDULED฀COM
PUTER฀ LAB฀ FOR฀ INSTRUCTION฀ )T฀ CANNOT฀
BE฀ASSUMED฀THAT฀STUDENTS฀CAN฀LEARN฀
THE฀ SITES฀ SUFFICIENTLY฀ ON฀ THEIR฀ OWN฀
OR฀ THAT฀ THEY฀ HAVE฀ SUFFICIENT฀ NON
SCHOOL฀ ACCESS฀ TO฀ COMPUTERS฀ %VEN฀
WHEN฀ SUCH฀ ACCESS฀ IS฀ PRESENT฀ THE฀
INITIAL฀ WORK฀ WITH฀ A฀ LESSON฀ BASED฀
ON฀ A฀ DIGITAL฀ SITE฀ USUALLY฀ OCCURS฀ IN฀
THE฀ CLASSROOM฀ 4ECHNICAL฀ SUPPORT฀
MIGHT฀ ALSO฀ BE฀ AN฀ ISSUECOMPUTERS฀
AND฀ THE฀ )NTERNET฀ MUST฀ BE฀ WORKING฀
RELIABLY฀3UPERVISION฀OF฀THE฀STUDENTS฀
IS฀NEEDED฀AS฀THEY฀WORK฀ON฀THE฀COM
PUTERS฀ TO฀MAKE฀ SURE฀ THEY฀ARE฀ FIND
ING฀ AND฀ USING฀ CORRECT฀ OR฀ RELEVANT฀
SOURCES฀ AND฀ UNDERSTANDING฀ WHAT฀
THEY฀ ARE฀ SEEING฀ AT฀ LEAST฀ INITIALLY฀
4HE฀ TEACHER฀ OF฀ COURSE฀ FIRST฀ NEEDS฀
TO฀BECOME฀THOROUGHLY฀FAMILIAR฀WITH฀
THE฀SITES฀AND฀DOCUMENTS฀BEING฀USED฀
AND฀ TO฀ BE฀ ADEPT฀ AT฀ MANIPULATING฀
THEM฀
2ESEARCH฀ ALSO฀ INDICATES฀ THAT฀ THE฀
NUMBER฀ OF฀ NEW฀ RESOURCES฀ IS฀ OVER
WHELMING฀ AND฀ THAT฀ HAVING฀ HIGH
QUALITY฀RELEVANT฀SOURCES฀POINTED฀OUT฀
TO฀ TEACHERS฀ IS฀ USEFUL฀ 4EACHERS฀ ASK฀
h(OW฀ DO฀ )฀ WADE฀ THROUGH฀ THE฀ OVER
WHELMING฀ AMOUNT฀ OF฀ @INFORMATION฀
ON฀ THE฀ 7EB฀ TO฀ ACCESS฀ THE฀ REMARK
ABLE฀ ARRAY฀ OF฀ HISTORICAL฀ DOCUMENTS฀
AND฀RESEARCH฀NOW฀AVAILABLE฀ONLINEv฀
&REQUENT฀ ARTICLES฀ IN฀ THE฀ EDUCATIONAL฀
LITERATURE฀ ARE฀ BIBLIOGRAPHIES฀ OF฀ GOOD฀
SITES฀FOR฀TEACHERS฀TO฀USE฀
/NLINE฀ SITES฀ SPONSORED฀ BY฀ ACA
DEMIC฀ LIBRARIES฀ AND฀ OTHERS฀ BESIDES฀
PROVIDING฀ LINKS฀ TO฀ OTHER฀ USEFUL฀ SITES฀
OR฀ BIBLIOGRAPHIES฀ FREQUENTLY฀ OFFER฀
hADDED฀ VALUE฀ FEATURESv฀ SUCH฀ AS฀
GRADESPECIFIC฀ LESSON฀PLANS฀BASED฀ON฀
THE฀SITE฀AND฀PARTICULAR฀DOCUMENTS฀ IN฀
IT฀ 7ORKSHOPS฀ PROVIDE฀ INDIVIDUAL฀
GUIDANCE฀ TO฀ TEACHERS฀ IN฀ USE฀ OF฀ THE฀
TECHNOLOGY฀ THE฀ SITE฀ THE฀ INDIVIDUAL฀
DOCUMENTS฀AND฀THE฀ADDED฀VALUE฀FEA
TURES฀ -ORE฀ THAN฀ JUST฀ DESCRIBING฀ A฀






(ISTORY฀ %XHIBITS฀ %.#$(%	฀ WWW
LIBECUEDUEXHIBITS	฀ AT฀ *OYNER฀ ,IB
RARY฀%AST฀#AROLINA฀5NIVERSITY฀WENT฀
PUBLIC฀ IN฀3EPTEMBER฀฀4HIS฀WAS฀
THE฀ LIBRARYS฀ FIRST฀ FORAY฀ INTO฀ DIGITAL฀
PROJECTS฀ &IVE฀ CATEGORIES฀ OF฀ HISTORI
CAL฀DOCUMENTS฀CALLED฀EXHIBITS฀WERE฀
PRESENTED฀ HERE฀ AT฀ THE฀ TIME฀ OF฀ THE฀
WORKSHOP฀%AST฀#AROLINA฀5NIVERSITY฀
#ENTENNIAL฀ *OHN฀ ,AWSON฀ 4OBACCO฀
3TEAMERS฀AND฀7RIGHT฀"ROTHERS฀4HE฀
.ORTH฀#AROLINA฀#OLLECTION฀AT฀ *OYNER฀
,IBRARY฀ SOUGHT฀ TO฀ SUPPORT฀ EIGHTH





ROOMS฀ ACROSS฀ THE฀ STATE฀ 4HE฀ %AST฀
#AROLINA฀WORKSHOP฀CARRIED฀CONTINU
INGEDUCATION฀CREDIT฀WHICH฀TEACHERS฀




FORMAL฀ CONTINUING฀ EDUCATION฀ ESPE
CIALLY฀ IN฀ TECHNICAL฀ AREAS฀ AND฀ FOR฀ ITS฀
INTENSIVE฀EDUCATIONAL฀VALUE
4WO฀ MEMBERS฀ OF฀ THE฀ .ORTH฀
#AROLINA฀#OLLECTION฀-AURY฀9ORK฀AND฀
.ANCY฀ 3HIRES฀ RECEIVED฀ A฀ GRANT฀ FROM฀
THE฀ 2URAL฀ %DUCATION฀ )NSTITUTE฀ 2%)	฀
AT฀ %AST฀ #AROLINA฀ 5NIVERSITY฀ TO฀ HOLD฀
A฀ WORKSHOP฀ THAT฀ WOULD฀ 	฀ MAKE฀ A฀
SMALL฀ GROUP฀ OF฀ TEACHERS฀ IN฀ A฀ LARGELY฀
RURAL฀REGION฀AWARE฀OF฀THE฀NEW฀DIGITAL฀
SITE฀ ITS฀ VALUE฀ AND฀ ITS฀ USE฀ AND฀ 	฀
RESULT฀ IN฀ SIX฀ LESSON฀ PLANS฀ FOR฀ EACH฀
COMPONENT฀ OF฀ THE฀ SITE฀ SO฀ THAT฀ OTHER฀
TEACHERS฀ COULD฀ USE฀ THE฀ RESOURCES฀
MORE฀READILY฀IN฀THEIR฀OWN฀CLASSROOMS฀
%IGHTH฀ GRADE฀ IS฀ THE฀ YEAR฀ THAT฀ .ORTH฀
#AROLINA฀CHILDREN฀STUDY฀THE฀HISTORY฀OF฀
THEIR฀ STATE฀ SO฀MIDDLESCHOOL฀ TEACHERS฀
WERE฀TARGETED
฀ ฀ ฀).&/2-!4)/.฀4%#(./,/'9฀!.$฀,)"2!2)%3฀฀ \฀฀ 3%04%-"%2฀
!T฀ THE฀ WORKSHOP฀ HELD฀ *UNE฀ ฀
฀ THE฀ TEACHERS฀ WORKED฀ WITH฀ THE฀
EXPERTS฀ OR฀ PRINCIPAL฀ INVESTIGATORS฀
RESPONSIBLE฀ FOR฀ CREATING฀ THE฀ COMPO
NENTS฀OF฀THE฀DIGITAL฀EXHIBITS฀AND฀THEY฀
WROTE฀ THE฀ FIRST฀OF฀ THREE฀ LESSON฀PLANS฀
4WO฀OTHER฀PLANS฀WERE฀DUE฀THAT฀SUM
MER฀ )N฀ THE฀ FALL฀ONE฀PLAN฀WAS฀ TESTED฀
IN฀ THE฀ CLASSROOM฀ AND฀ ALL฀ PLANS฀WERE฀





ON฀ THE฀7EB฀ SITE฀WITH฀ THE฀PLANS฀ THEY฀
CREATED
4O฀ DEVELOP฀ THEIR฀ LESSON฀ PLANS฀
FOR฀ THE฀ %.#$(%฀ SITE฀ TEACHERS฀
USED฀ A฀ COMMON฀ TEMPLATE฀ DEVEL
OPED฀ BY฀ *OYNER฀ ,IBRARY฀ REFERENCE฀
LIBRARIAN฀ *OSEPH฀ 4HOMAS฀ BASED฀ ON฀
THE฀ STANDARD฀ FORMAT฀ USED฀ IN฀ THE฀
.ORTH฀ #AROLINA฀ PUBLIC฀ SCHOOLS฀ AND฀
APPROVED฀ BY฀ 2%)฀ 4HE฀ TEMPLATE฀
REQUIRED฀ TEACHERS฀ TO฀ CITE฀ GOALS฀ AND฀
OBJECTIVES฀ FROM฀ THE฀ .ORTH฀ #AROLINA฀
3TANDARD฀#OURSE฀OF฀3TUDY฀.#3#3	฀
AND฀ A฀ LINK฀ TO฀ THE฀ 3TANDARD฀ #OURSE฀
WAS฀ PROVIDED฀ 0LANS฀ ALSO฀ CLEARLY฀
STATE฀THE฀GRADE฀LEVEL฀AND฀SUBJECT
7HAT฀THE฀4EACHERS฀3AID฀
4HE฀ NINE฀ TEACHERS฀ WHO฀ PARTICIPATED฀
IN฀ THE฀WORKSHOP฀ EVALUATED฀ IT฀ BEFORE฀
LEAVING฀AND฀GAVE฀IT฀HIGH฀MARKS฀4HEY฀
SAID฀ THE฀ EXPERTS฀ WITH฀ WHOM฀ THEY฀
WORKED฀WERE฀INVALUABLE฀AND฀POINTED฀
OUT฀ SUBJECT฀ CONTENT฀ OF฀ THE฀ SITE฀ HIS
TORICAL฀ SIGNIFICANCE฀ OF฀ DOCUMENTS฀ OR฀
PASSAGES฀ OR฀ POSSIBLE฀ APPROACHES฀ TO฀
LESSONS฀ THAT฀ THEY฀WOULD฀ NEVER฀ HAVE฀
FOUND฀ OR฀ UNDERSTOOD฀ ON฀ THEIR฀ OWN฀
THAT฀THEY฀HAD฀A฀REAL฀SENSE฀OF฀WORKING฀
WITH฀ PEOPLE฀ AND฀ THAT฀ THE฀DAY฀HAD฀ A฀
STIMULATING฀ PROFESSIONAL฀ AND฀ INTEL
LECTUAL฀ATMOSPHERE฀
4HE฀ EXPERTS฀ OR฀ PRINCIPAL฀ INVESTI
GATORS฀ INCLUDED฀ BOTH฀ UNIVERSITY฀ FAC
ULTY฀AND฀LIBRARIANS฀!LSO฀INVOLVED฀IN฀
GIVING฀THE฀WORKSHOP฀WERE฀LIBRARIANS฀
ASSOCIATED฀ WITH฀ THE฀ SPECIAL฀ UNITS฀ OR฀
COLLECTIONS฀ THAT฀ HELD฀ THE฀ MATERIALS฀
THAT฀ WERE฀ DIGITIZED฀ AND฀ MEMBERS฀
OF฀ THE฀ SYSTEMS฀ DEPARTMENTDIGITIZA
TION฀ UNIT฀ 7ITH฀ THIS฀ WORKSHOP฀ STAFF฀
TEACHERS฀COULD฀EASILY฀FIND฀ANSWERS฀TO฀
INDIVIDUAL฀ TECHNICAL฀ QUESTIONS฀ AND฀
ABOUT฀THE฀EXHIBIT฀CONTENT฀4HE฀LIBRAR
IANS฀ AND฀ OTHER฀ SUBJECT฀ EXPERTS฀ WHO฀
WORKED฀WITH฀ THE฀ TEACHERS฀ KNEW฀ THE฀
CONTENT฀ INDIVIDUAL฀ PASSAGES฀ AND฀
HISTORICAL฀ SIGNIFICANCE฀ OF฀ THE฀ DOCU
MENTS฀ THEY฀ HAD฀ SELECTED฀ AND฀ PER
HAPS฀ DISCOVERED	฀ SO฀ WELL฀ THAT฀ THEY฀
WERE฀ ABLE฀ TO฀ POINT฀ THESE฀ OUT฀ TO฀ THE฀
TEACHERS฀ AND฀ TO฀ SUGGEST฀ HOW฀ THEY฀





,IBRARIANS฀ HAD฀ CHECKED฀ WITH฀
THE฀ PARTICIPATING฀ TEACHERS฀ BEFORE฀
THE฀ WORKSHOP฀ TO฀ MAKE฀ CERTAIN฀ THAT฀
)NTERNET฀ ACCESS฀ WAS฀ AVAILABLE฀ AT฀
THEIR฀ SCHOOLS฀ IN฀ SOME฀ FORMIN฀ THE฀
CLASSROOM฀ IN฀ THE฀ MEDIA฀ CENTER฀ OR฀
IN฀ A฀ MEDIA฀ LABORATORYBECAUSE฀ IT฀
WAS฀ POSSIBLE฀ IN฀ THIS฀ AREA฀ THAT฀ SUCH฀
ACCESS฀ WAS฀ NOT฀ PRACTICAL฀ !CCESS฀ TO฀
THE฀ )NTERNET฀ IN฀ THEIR฀ SCHOOLS฀ VARIED฀
BUT฀ ALL฀ TEACHERS฀ FELT฀ THEY฀ COULD฀ GET฀
SUFFICIENT฀ ACCESS฀ FOR฀ THE฀ STUDENTS฀
TO฀ WORK฀ EITHER฀ INDIVIDUALLY฀ OR฀ IN฀
SMALL฀GROUPSOR฀IN฀A฀COMBINATION฀OF฀
THESE฀WAYSTO฀COMPLETE฀THE฀LESSONS฀
THEY฀ PLANNED฀ .ONE฀ OF฀ THE฀ TEACHERS฀









OF฀ THE฀DIGITAL฀ COLLECTIONS฀ TO฀BE฀MADE฀
AVAILABLE฀THE฀.ORTH฀#AROLINA฀(ISTORY฀
AND฀ &ICTION฀ $IGITAL฀ ,IBRARY฀ AT฀ %AST฀
#AROLINA฀5NIVERSITY฀AND฀THEY฀CAN฀BE฀
VALUABLE฀FOR฀ALL฀WORK฀WITH฀CLASSROOM฀
TEACHERS฀ IN฀ CONNECTION฀ WITH฀ DIGITAL฀
7EB฀SITES฀
4HE฀ FINDINGS฀ REINFORCE฀ THE฀ NEED฀
FOR฀ MORE฀ WORK฀ WITH฀ +n฀ TEACHERS฀
4HIS฀ IS฀ NOT฀ AN฀ UNWORTHY฀ OR฀ IMPOS
SIBLE฀ TASK฀ %FFORT฀ SPENT฀ IN฀ WORKING฀
WITH฀ OR฀ ON฀ BEHALF฀ OF฀ +n฀ USERS฀ IS฀
JUSTIFIABLE฀ &IRST฀ IN฀ MANY฀ COLLEGES฀
AND฀ UNIVERSITIES฀ TEACHER฀ EDUCA
TION฀ IS฀ A฀ SUBSTANTIAL฀MISSION฀ OF฀ THE฀
INSTITUTION฀ JUSTIFYING฀ TIME฀ SPENT฀ IN฀
OFFERING฀LIBRARY฀SERVICE฀TO฀INSERVICE฀
TEACHERS฀ INCLUDING฀ THOSE฀ RENEW
ING฀THEIR฀TEACHING฀CERTIFICATES฀AT฀THE฀
INSTITUTION฀ EACH฀ YEAR	฀ OR฀ TO฀ PRESER
VICE฀ TEACHERS฀3ECOND฀MAKING฀DIGI
TIZED฀ SOURCES฀ AVAILABLE฀ AND฀ USABLE฀
IN฀THE฀SCHOOLS฀IN฀GENERAL฀ALSO฀HELPS฀A฀
PUBLIC฀COLLEGE฀OR฀UNIVERSITY฀TO฀ESTAB
LISH฀ THE฀ PRESENCE฀ OF฀ THE฀ INSTITUTION฀
AND฀ TO฀MEET฀ ITS฀OBLIGATIONS฀ TO฀ SERVE฀
THE฀ PUBLIC฀ IT฀ HELPS฀ LIBRARIES฀ FULFILL฀




OUS฀ GROUPS฀ OF฀ USERS฀ AND฀ CONDUCT฀
RESEARCH฀ CONCERNING฀ PARTICULAR฀
GROUPS฀ OF฀ USERS฀ AND฀ SERVICES฀ 4HE฀
EDUCATIONAL฀COMMUNITY฀CAN฀BE฀CON
SIDERED฀ A฀ SIGNIFICANT฀ DISTANCEUSER฀
OF฀ACADEMICLIBRARY฀RESOURCES฀AND฀A฀
TARGET฀ OF฀ OUTREACH฀ EFFORTS฀7ORKING฀
WITH฀ THE฀+n฀COMMUNITY฀ FALLS฀ INTO฀
THESE฀REGULAR฀ACTIVITIES฀,IKE฀ALL฀SUCH฀
ACTIVITIES฀ IT฀ CAN฀ HELP฀ LIBRARIANS฀ TO฀
IMPROVE฀THEIR฀SERVICES
,IBRARIANS฀ ARE฀ NOT฀ WITHOUT฀
ASSISTANCE฀ IN฀ THEIR฀ EFFORTS฀ TO฀ OFFER฀
WORKSHOPS฀ OR฀ UNDERTAKE฀ RESEARCH฀
ON฀ POTENTIAL฀ PARTICIPANTS฀ OF฀ THE฀
WORKSHOPS฀ OR฀ OTHER฀ SERVICES฀ -ANY฀
STATES฀ HAVE฀ THEIR฀ STANDARDS฀ AND฀
CURRICULUM฀ INFORMATION฀ AVAILABLE฀
ONLINE฀ AND฀ LIBRARIANS฀ CAN฀ EASILY฀
ACCESS฀ THESE฀ #AMPUS฀ INSTRUCTORS฀
ARE฀ALWAYS฀AVAILABLE฀ TO฀ASSIST฀ LIBRAR
IANS฀ IN฀ AREAS฀ WHERE฀ THEY฀ FEEL฀ THEIR฀
EXPERTISE฀IS฀LACKING฀#AMPUSES฀OFTEN฀
OFFER฀ASSISTANCE฀ IN฀DEALING฀WITH฀STA
TISTICS฀ ADMINISTERING฀ SURVEYS฀ OR฀
CONDUCTING฀ RESEARCH฀ OR฀ WORKSHOPS฀
IN฀GENERAL฀-ANY฀LIBRARIES฀HAVE฀EDU
CATION฀ EXPERTS฀ DEPARTMENT฀ HEADS฀
OR฀ SUBJECT฀ LIAISONS฀ WITH฀ VALUABLE฀
KNOWLEDGE฀ OF฀ THE฀ SCHOOLS฀ AND฀ LOCAL฀
PERSONNEL฀ON฀THEIR฀OWN฀STAFFS฀3OME฀
INSERVICE฀ TEACHERS฀ OR฀ PRESERVICE฀
TEACHERS฀ ARE฀ WILLING฀ TO฀ WORK฀ WITH฀
4/฀4(%฀"%.%&)4฀/&฀"/4(฀฀ \฀฀ 3()2%3฀ ฀ ฀
DIGITIZERS฀EITHER฀FOR฀THEIR฀OWN฀INTER
EST฀MERIT฀WITH฀SCHOOL฀ADMINISTRATORS฀
OR฀ PROFESSORS฀ ACADEMIC฀ CREDIT฀ OR฀
A฀ MONETARY฀ STIPEND฀ ,IBRARIANS฀ CAN฀
ALSO฀ TAKE฀ ADVANTAGE฀ OF฀ THEIR฀ NOR
MAL฀CONTACTS฀WITH฀EDUCATORS฀SUCH฀AS฀









CATION฀ CREDITS฀ REGULARLY฀ IN฀ ORDER฀ TO฀
RENEW฀ THEIR฀ TEACHING฀ CERTIFICATES฀ )N฀
OUR฀CASE฀SOME฀TEACHERS฀SAID฀FLATLY฀NO฀
CREDIT฀ NO฀ PARTICIPATION฀ 3OMETIMES฀
SPECIAL฀ CREDIT฀ FOR฀ CONTINUING฀ EDUCA
TION฀ IN฀ TECHNOLOGY฀ IS฀ AVAILABLE฀ AND฀
TEACHERS฀ MAY฀ BE฀ REQUIRED฀ TO฀ EARN฀ A฀
CERTAIN฀NUMBER฀OF฀CREDITS฀IN฀IT฀4HOSE฀
OFFERING฀ WORKSHOPS฀ OR฀ OTHER฀ EDUCA
TIONAL฀ PROGRAMS฀ SHOULD฀ LOOK฀ INTO฀ ITS฀
AVAILABILITY฀
!LTHOUGH฀ PARTICIPANTS฀ HAD฀ SAID฀
THEY฀DID฀HAVE฀ACCESS฀TO฀COMPUTERS฀FOR฀
THEIR฀ CLASSES฀ IT฀ TURNED฀ OUT฀ THAT฀ THIS฀
ACCESS฀ WAS฀ NOT฀ ALWAYS฀ IDEAL฀ 3OME฀
TEACHERS฀FOR฀EXAMPLE฀SAID฀THEY฀MUST฀
TAKE฀THEIR฀CLASSES฀TO฀MEDIA฀ROOMS฀AND฀
THAT฀ THE฀ SCHEDULES฀ FOR฀ THESE฀ ROOMS฀




OF฀ THE฀ SITE฀ ACTUALLY฀ BEING฀ USED฀ IN฀
SPITE฀ OF฀ THE฀ TEACHERS฀ ENTHUSIASM฀ AT฀
THE฀WORKSHOP฀ARE฀GREATLY฀REDUCED฀IN฀
SUCH฀A฀SITUATION
"ECAUSE฀ SOME฀ TEACHER฀ PARTIC
IPANTS฀ DID฀ NOT฀ RECEIVE฀ THEIR฀ PRE
PARATORY฀ MATERIALS฀ FAR฀ ENOUGH฀ IN฀
ADVANCE฀ OF฀ THE฀ WORKSHOP฀ THEY฀ DID฀
NOT฀ HAVE฀ SUFFICIENT฀ EXPERIENCE฀WITH฀
THEIR฀ ASSIGNED฀ COMPONENT฀ WHEN฀
THEY฀ARRIVED฀)DEALLY฀TEACHERS฀SHOULD฀
WORK฀ ENOUGH฀ WITH฀ THE฀ SITE฀ SO฀ THAT฀
THEY฀ KNOW฀ ITS฀ OVERALL฀ CONTENT฀ AND฀





!S฀ FOR฀ THE฀ VARIOUS฀ DIGITAL฀ EXHIB
ITS฀ h฀ ฀ ฀ THE฀ INFORMATION฀ MUST฀ BE฀
ACCURATE฀ORGANIZED฀AND฀ACCESSIBLEv฀
4HE฀ HISTORICAL฀ CONTEXT฀ AND฀ EXPLANA
TION฀ PROVIDED฀ WITH฀ THE฀ DOCUMENTS฀
SHOULD฀ BE฀ AS฀ FULL฀ AS฀ APPROPRIATE฀ SO฀
THAT฀ THE฀DOCUMENTS฀ARE฀EASY฀ TO฀WORK฀
WITH฀ 2ECENT฀ ARTICLES฀ IN฀ EDUCATION฀
JOURNALS฀PRAISE฀(ISTORY฀-ATTERS฀ FOR฀ ITS฀
SECTIONS฀h-AKING฀3ENSE฀OF฀%VIDENCEv฀




PROVIDING฀ STUDENTS฀ WITH฀ PRIMARY฀
SOURCE฀DOCUMENTS฀IN฀A฀FORMAT฀ON฀THE฀
7EB	฀ THEY฀ FIND฀ EASY฀ AND฀ ENJOYABLE฀
ENCOURAGES฀THEM฀TO฀SPEND฀MORE฀TIME฀
WITH฀THE฀PRIMARY฀SOURCES฀UNLESS฀THOSE฀












OTHER฀ ONLINE฀ LINKS฀ &OR฀ EXAMPLE฀ IN฀
THE฀ 4OBACCO฀ COMPONENT฀ THERE฀ WAS฀
NO฀ EXPLANATION฀ OF฀ THE฀ BASIC฀ STEPS฀
INVOLVED฀IN฀PROCESSING฀TOBACCO฀OR฀ANY฀
LINKS฀ TO฀ IT฀!LSO฀ THE฀ TEACHER฀WORKING฀
WITH฀ THE฀ FOUNDING฀ OF฀ %AST฀ #AROLINA฀
5NIVERSITY฀ #ENTENNIAL฀ COMPONENT฀
FOUND฀NO฀EXPLANATION฀OF฀THE฀PROGRES




BEING฀ COMPLETE฀ AND฀ HINDERED฀ THEIR฀
USEFULNESS฀ NOT฀ ONLY฀ TO฀ THE฀ EIGHTH
GRADE฀STUDENTS฀AND฀TEACHERS฀BUT฀ALSO฀
TO฀USERS฀OF฀THE฀EXHIBITS฀IN฀GENERAL
/RIGINALLY฀ THE฀ THREE฀ LESSON฀PLANS฀




YEARS฀ OF฀ STATE฀ HISTORY฀ TO฀ COVER฀ AND฀
OTHER฀ CURRICULUM฀ REQUIREMENTS฀ THIS฀
SCENARIO฀WAS฀NOT฀PRACTICAL฀4HEREFORE฀
HAVING฀ THE฀ LESSONS฀ FORM฀ A฀ UNIT฀ WAS฀
NOT฀A฀ REQUIREMENT฀AND฀ IT฀WAS฀ASKED฀
THAT฀ ONLY฀ ONE฀ PLAN฀ BE฀ TESTED฀ IN฀ THE฀
CLASSROOM฀IN฀THE฀FALL
/NE฀ SCIENCE฀ TEACHER฀ AMONG฀ THE฀
SEVERAL฀ ADDED฀ AT฀ THE฀ LAST฀ MINUTE฀ TO฀
WORK฀WITH฀THE฀*OHN฀,AWSON฀PLANT฀COL
LECTION฀HAD฀DIFFICULTY฀TYING฀THE฀.#3#3฀
TO฀ WHAT฀ HE฀ ACTUALLY฀ TAUGHT฀ 4HESE฀
INCIDENTS฀ REVEALED฀ THE฀NEED฀ FOR฀MORE฀
KNOWLEDGE฀OF฀CLASSROOM฀REALITIES
!DMINISTRATIVE฀ PROBLEMS฀ MEANT฀
THAT฀ ADDITIONAL฀ PARTICIPANTS฀ HAD฀ TO฀
BE฀ARRANGED฀FOR฀AT฀ THE฀ELEVENTH฀HOUR฀
)N฀ ANOTHER฀ LASTMINUTE฀ ADDITION฀ THE฀
HEAD฀ OF฀ THE฀ DIGITIZATION฀ UNIT฀ ASKED฀
IF฀ THE฀ NOTYETPUBLIC฀7RIGHT฀ "ROTHERS฀
EXHIBIT฀COULD฀BE฀INCLUDED฀IN฀THE฀WORK
SHOP฀ AND฀ IF฀ SEVERAL฀ SCIENCE฀ TEACHERS฀
COULD฀BE฀ADDED฀TO฀WORK฀WITH฀THIS฀AND฀
OTHER฀ EXHIBITS฀ 4HESE฀ ADDITIONS฀ WERE฀





USING฀ MORE฀ THAN฀ ONE฀ METHOD฀ MIGHT฀
PROVE฀TO฀BE฀MORE฀EFFECTIVETHE฀COM




ERS฀ SUDDENLY฀ RECEIVE฀ NEW฀ TEACHING฀
ASSIGNMENTS฀ OR฀ ADDED฀ ADMINISTRATIVE฀







ESSARY฀WHERE฀ IT฀WAS฀ NOT฀ ANTICIPATED฀
3OME฀ OF฀ THE฀ LESSON฀ PLANS฀ TURNED฀ IN฀
WERE฀ INADEQUATE฀ SOME฀ WERE฀ LATE฀ IN฀
COMING฀ IN฀OR฀DID฀NOT฀COME฀ IN฀AT฀ALL฀
3OME฀ DID฀ NOT฀ LINK฀ TO฀ THE฀ GOALS฀ AND฀
SKILLS฀STATED฀IN฀THE฀.#3#3฀3OME฀LES
SON฀PLANS฀ DID฀ NOT฀ CITE฀ THE฀ %.#$(%฀
COMPONENT฀ USED฀ OR฀ DID฀ NOT฀ TIE฀ THE฀
PLANS฀ TO฀ PARTICULAR฀ PRIMARY฀ DOCU
MENTS฀4HAT฀IS฀SOME฀TEACHERS฀DID฀NOT฀
FULLY฀UNDERSTAND฀HOW฀ TO฀ INCORPORATE฀
AN฀ ONLINE฀ DIGITIZED฀ PRIMARY฀ SOURCE฀
INTO฀A฀CLASSROOM฀ASSIGNMENT฀4HIS฀IS฀A฀
PROBLEM฀ALSO฀NOTED฀IN฀THE฀EDUCATIONAL฀
฀ ฀ ฀).&/2-!4)/.฀4%#(./,/'9฀!.$฀,)"2!2)%3฀฀ \฀฀ 3%04%-"%2฀
LITERATURE฀ )N฀ TEACHING฀ STUDENTS฀ TO฀
BECOME฀ HISTORIANS฀ BY฀ USING฀ PRIMARY฀
RESOURCES฀ TEACHERS฀ MUST฀ THEMSELVES฀
NEED฀ TO฀ LEARN฀ TO฀DEVELOP฀ A฀NEW฀ CUR
RICULUM
/NE฀PARTIAL฀ SOLUTION฀MIGHT฀ BE฀ TO฀
REQUIRE฀TEACHERS฀TO฀CITE฀OR฀HOTLINK฀THE฀
52,S฀ OF฀ THE฀ PARTICULAR฀ DOCUMENTS฀
TO฀ THEIR฀ LESSON฀PLANS฀!NOTHER฀MIGHT฀
BE฀ TO฀ PROVIDE฀ A฀ LONGER฀WORKSHOP฀ IN฀
WHICH฀ALL฀WORK฀CAN฀BE฀COMPLETED฀AND฀
REVISED฀ BEFORE฀ THE฀ TEACHERS฀ LEAVE฀!฀
PERCENT฀RETURN฀RATE฀WAS฀OBTAINED฀
FOR฀ THE฀ SURVEY฀ ABOUT฀ THE฀WORKSHOP฀
BECAUSE฀ IT฀ WAS฀ CONDUCTED฀ THEN฀ AND฀
THERE฀ ,IBRARIANS฀ MIGHT฀ ALSO฀ WANT฀






TORS฀ CREATED฀ AND฀ ADMINISTERED฀ BY฀
THE฀5NIVERSITY฀OF฀.ORTH฀#AROLINA฀AT฀
#HAPEL฀ (ILLS฀ 3CHOOL฀ OF฀ %DUCATION฀
4HE฀ NETWORK฀ ASSISTED฀ IN฀ THE฀ DEVEL
OPMENT฀OF฀LESSON฀PLANS฀FOR฀THE฀.ORTH฀
#AROLINA฀(ISTORY฀AND฀&ICTION฀$IGITAL฀
,IBRARY฀ AND฀ HAS฀ MOUNTED฀ ALL฀ LES
SON฀ PLANS฀ DEVELOPED฀ AT฀ WORKSHOPS฀
AT฀ *OYNER฀ ,IBRARY฀ ON฀ ITS฀ SITE฀ /THER฀
STATES฀ HAVE฀ ROUGHLY฀ COMPARABLE฀
PROGRAMS฀ ,%!2.฀ .#฀ HAS฀ SERVED฀
AS฀A฀MODEL	฀SUCH฀AS฀'EORGIA฀,EARN
ING฀ #ONNECTIONS฀ AND฀ THE฀ /FFICE฀ OF฀
4ECHNOLOGY฀ OF฀ THE฀ 7EST฀ 6IRGINIA฀
$EPARTMENT฀OF฀%DUCATION฀
!N฀ UNEXPECTED฀ BUT฀MOST฀ WORTH
WHILE฀REWARD฀OF฀THE฀WORKSHOP฀EXPE
RIENCE฀ WAS฀ A฀ NEW฀ TIE฀ TO฀ THE฀ SCHOOL฀
OF฀ EDUCATION฀ AT฀ OUR฀ OWN฀ INSTITUTION฀
%AST฀#AROLINA฀5NIVERSITY฀0RIOR฀TO฀THIS฀
WORKSHOP฀ TEACHEREDUCATION฀ CLASSES฀
HAD฀ NOT฀ COME฀ TO฀ THE฀ COLLECTION฀ FOR฀
INSTRUCTION฀ !FTER฀ IT฀ WAS฀ HELD฀ THE฀
FIRST฀ GRADUATE฀ CLASS฀ IN฀ SOCIALSTUDIES฀





TIZED฀ PRIMARY฀ DOCUMENTS฀ INTO฀ THE฀
+n฀ CLASSROOM฀ IS฀ DESIRABLE฀ AND฀
WORTHWHILE฀DESPITE฀ITS฀CHALLENGES฀
฀ ฀ $IGITIZATION฀ OF฀ PRIMARY฀ SOURCES฀
IS฀ IMPORTANT฀ TO฀ THE฀ SCHOOL฀ CUR
RICULUM฀
฀ ฀ "OTH฀ PRESERVICE฀ AND฀ INSERVICE฀










.OT฀ ONLY฀ DO฀ TEACHERS฀ NEED฀ TO฀
COME฀ AND฀ LEARN฀ ABOUT฀ THE฀ NEW฀
RESOURCES฀ AND฀ TECHNOLOGY฀ AVAILABLE฀
LIBRARIANS฀NEED฀TO฀WORK฀MORE฀CLOSELY฀
WITH฀ TEACHERS฀ IN฀ ORDER฀ TO฀ 	฀ CON
STRUCT฀ MORE฀ USEFUL฀ DIGITAL฀ SITES฀ AND฀
	฀EDUCATE฀TEACHERS฀EFFECTIVELY฀ABOUT฀
THEM฀AND฀THEIR฀USE
7ORKSHOPS฀ BENEFIT฀ BOTH฀ LIBRAR
IANS฀AND฀TEACHERS฀IN฀THIS฀REGARD฀
#HERRY฀ EXPLAINS฀ WHAT฀ IDEALLY฀
MIGHT฀ BE฀ INVOLVED฀ IN฀ WORKING฀ WITH฀
THE฀ +n฀ COMMUNITY฀ TO฀ FULFILL฀ OUR฀
ROLES฀ AS฀ CARETAKERS฀ OF฀ CULTURAL฀ HERI
TAGE฀AND฀AS฀PUBLIC฀EDUCATORS฀
4O฀ KNOW฀ THEM฀ BETTER฀ USER฀
STUDIES฀ WILL฀ NEED฀ TO฀ BE฀ CON
DUCTED฀ STUDIES฀ THAT฀ WILL฀ ASK฀
WHAT฀ CURRICULUM฀ AND฀ PEDA
GOGICAL฀ STANDARDS฀ NEED฀ TO฀ BE฀
MET฀ 7HAT฀ TYPES฀ OF฀ CONSTRUC
TIVE฀ ACTIVITIES฀ MEET฀ THE฀ NEEDS฀
OF฀THESE฀STANDARDS฀7HAT฀TYPES฀
OF฀ MATERIALS฀ DO฀ THE฀ ACTIVITIES฀
REQUIRE฀ 7HAT฀ LEVEL฀ OF฀ hSTRUC
TURED฀ ACCESSv฀ INTERPRETATION฀
OR฀CURATION฀SHOULD฀THESE฀MATE






NEEDED฀WILL฀ REQUIRE฀WORK฀ FOR฀ LIBRAR
IANS฀ IT฀ALSO฀HOLDS฀GREAT฀POTENTIAL฀ FOR฀
THE฀+n฀ SCHOOLS฀ BOTH฀ TEACHERS฀ AND฀




฀ ฀ +EVIN฀ #HERRY฀ h7EB"ASED฀ (ERI
TAGE฀ -ATERIALS฀ AND฀ THE฀ +n฀ #OMMU
NITYv฀$RAFT฀0H฀$฀DISS฀5NIV฀OF฀.ORTH฀
#AROLINA฀AT฀#HAPEL฀(ILL฀!PRIL฀	฀
฀ ฀ "ARBARA฀ "ARUTH฀ h-ISSING฀ 0IECES฀
4HAT฀ &ILL฀ IN฀ THE฀!CADEMIC฀ ,IBRARY฀ 0UZ
ZLEv฀ !MERICAN฀ ,IBRARIES฀ ฀ *UNE*ULY฀
	฀ n฀ !CCESSED฀ ONLINE฀ THROUGH฀
,IBRARY฀,ITERATURE฀AND฀)NFORMATION฀3CIENCE฀
.OV฀ ฀ ฀ )N฀ ADDITION฀ TO฀ "ARUTH฀
5NDER฀ THE฀PROVISIONS฀OF฀ THE฀-ORRILL฀!CT฀
OF฀฀LAND฀WAS฀GRANTED฀BY฀THE฀FEDERAL฀
GOVERNMENT฀ SO฀ THAT฀ AT฀ LEAST฀ ONE฀ LAND
GRANT฀ COLLEGE฀ WAS฀ ESTABLISHED฀ IN฀ EVERY฀
STATE฀/RIGINALLY฀THESE฀PUBLIC฀INSTITUTIONS฀
WERE฀ INTENDED฀ TO฀ TEACH฀ AGRICULTURE฀ AND฀
MECHANICAL฀ ARTS฀ IN฀ ADDITION฀ TO฀ SCIENCE฀
AND฀ THE฀ CLASSICS฀ SO฀ THAT฀ THE฀ INDUSTRIAL฀
CLASSES฀ COULD฀ ENJOY฀ A฀ LIBERAL฀ AND฀PRACTI
CAL฀ EDUCATION฀ 4HROUGH฀ ADDITIONAL฀ LEG
ISLATION฀ OVER฀ THE฀ YEARS฀ THE฀ LANDGRANT฀
SYSTEM฀HAS฀EVOLVED฀INTO฀A฀SCHEME฀OF฀COL
LEGES฀ AND฀ UNIVERSITIES฀ MANAGED฀ BY฀ THE฀




฀ ฀฀ $AVID฀ 4RASK฀ h$ID฀ THE฀ 3ANS
#ULOTTES฀ 7EAR฀ .IKESv฀ 4HE฀ )MPACT฀ OF฀
%LECTRONIC฀ -EDIA฀ ON฀ THE฀ 5NDERSTANDING฀
AND฀ 4EACHING฀ OF฀ (ISTORYv฀ 4HE฀ (ISTORY฀
4EACHER฀฀!UG฀	฀
฀ ฀฀ 4฀ -ILLS฀ +ELLY฀ h&OR฀ "ETTER฀ OR฀
7ORSE฀ 4HE฀ -ARRIAGE฀ OF฀ THE฀ 7EB฀ AND฀
#LASSROOMv฀ *!(#฀ ฀ !UG฀ 	฀ n฀
!CCESSED฀ .OV฀ ฀ ฀ HTTPMCEL
PACIFICUEDU*!(#*!(#)))!24)
#,%3KELLYKELLYHTML












฀ ฀ ฀ *OSEPH฀ !฀ "RAUN฀ h4EN฀ 7AYS฀ TO฀
)NTEGRATE฀4ECHNOLOGY฀INTO฀-IDDLE฀3CHOOL฀
3OCIAL฀ 3TUDIESv฀#LEARING฀(OUSE฀ ฀ *ULY
!UG฀	฀n฀!CCESSED฀฀.OV฀฀฀
02/*%#4-!.!'%-%.4฀4//,3฀&/2฀,)"2!2)%3฀฀ \฀฀ :(!.'฀!.$฀")3(/0฀ ฀ ฀
HTTPSEARCHEPNETCOMDIRECTASPAN฀
DBAFH
฀ ฀ ฀ +ELLY฀ 3CHRUM฀ h-AKING฀ (ISTORY฀
ON฀THE฀7EB฀-ATTER฀ IN฀9OUR฀#LASSROOMv฀
4HE฀(ISTORY฀4EACHER฀฀-AY฀	฀฀






฀ ฀ +ATHLEEN฀ &ERENZ฀ h4HE฀ "AY฀ !REA฀
.ATIONAL฀ $IGITAL฀ ,IBRARY฀ 0ROJECT฀ AND฀
THE฀ ,IBRARY฀ OF฀ #ONGRESSv฀ IN฀ (ISTORY
EDU฀ %SSAYS฀ ON฀ 4EACHING฀ WITH฀ 4ECHNOLOGY฀
$ENNIS฀4RINKLE฀AND฀3COTT฀-ERRIMAN฀EDS฀
!RMONK฀ .9฀ -฀ %฀ 3HARPE฀ 	฀









INVESTIGATORS฀ TO฀ EXAMINE฀ THE฀ PRIMARY฀
DOCUMENTS
s฀ (OW฀ EASYDIFFICULT฀ IS฀ IT฀ TO฀ INTEGRATE฀
PRIMARY฀ DOCUMENTS฀ INTO฀ YOUR฀ LESSON฀
PLANNING฀AND฀YOUR฀3TANDARD฀#OURSE฀OF฀
3TUDY
s฀ 0LEASE฀ COMMENT฀ ON฀ HOW฀ ENTHUSIASTI




SIASMAPPREHENSION฀ ABOUT฀ USING฀ ELEC
TRONIC฀FORMATS฀IN฀THE฀CLASSROOM
s฀ 7HAT฀STRENGTHS฀DO฀YOU฀FIND฀IN฀PLANNING฀
LESSONS฀ FOR฀ DIGITAL฀ RESOURCES฀ ฀ 7HAT฀
WEAKNESSES
s฀ 0LEASE฀ DISCUSS฀ YOUR฀ ACCESS฀ TO฀ A฀ COM
PUTER฀ LAB฀A฀COMPUTER฀SCREEN฀PROJECTOR฀







AT฀ WWWGLCKGAUS฀ AND฀ 7EST฀ 6IRGINIA฀
$EPARTMENT฀OF฀%DUCATION฀AT฀HTTPACCESS฀
KWVUS฀
฀ ฀ *UDITH฀ !฀ ,IRA฀ h"ORN฀ $IGITAL฀ !฀















฀ WAS฀ UTILIZED฀ AT฀ THE฀ 5NIVERSITY฀ OF฀
#ENTRAL฀ &LORIDA฀ ,IBRARIES฀ TO฀ MANAGE฀ AN฀
EREFERENCE฀ IMPLEMENTATION฀ PROJECT฀ !S฀
LIBRARIES฀ TODAY฀ ADOPT฀ MORE฀ INFORMATION฀
TECHNOLOGIES฀ EFFICIENTLY฀ MANAGING฀ PROJECTS฀
CAN฀BE฀CHALLENGING฀4HE฀AUTHORS฀EXPERIENCE฀
IN฀ THE฀ IMPLEMENTATION฀ OF฀ 1UESTION0OINT฀
EREFERENCE฀ SOFTWARE฀ IN฀ /CTOBER฀ ฀ IS฀




REPRESENTS฀ THE฀ FIRST฀ ATTEMPT฀ TO฀ DISCUSS฀ THE฀
USE฀OF฀-ICROSOFT฀0ROJECT฀฀TO฀MANAGE฀A฀
LIBRARY฀PROJECT
4HE฀ 5NIVERSITY฀ OF฀ #ENTRAL฀ &LORIDA฀
5#&	฀ IS฀ A฀ 2ESEARCH฀ ))฀ METROPOLITAN฀
UNIVERSITY฀ WITH฀ AN฀ ENROLLMENT฀ OF฀
APPROXIMATELY฀ FORTYTWO฀ THOUSAND฀
STUDENTS฀฀4HE฀UNIVERSITYS฀MAIN฀CAM
PUS฀ IS฀ LOCATED฀ IN฀ /RLANDO฀ &LORIDA฀
WITH฀ TWENTYONE฀ REGIONAL฀ CAMPUSES฀
LOCATED฀THROUGHOUT฀THE฀CENTRAL฀&LORIDA฀
AREA฀ 0ROVIDING฀ EQUITABLE฀ RESEARCH฀
ASSISTANCE฀TO฀DISTRIBUTEDLEARNING฀STU




4O฀ MEET฀ THE฀ INCREASING฀ DEMAND฀ FOR฀
RESEARCH฀ ASSISTANCE฀ FROM฀ DISTRIB
UTEDLEARNING฀ STUDENTS฀ THE฀ MAIN฀
LIBRARY฀ EXPANDED฀ ITS฀ EXISTING฀ EREF
ERENCE฀ SERVICE฀ IN฀ *ANUARY฀ ฀ BY฀
ADDING฀ AN฀ ONLINE฀ CHAT฀ COMPONENT฀
$URING฀ THE฀ PERIOD฀ OF฀ *ANUARY฀ ฀
THROUGH฀*ANUARY฀฀THE฀NUMBER฀OF฀
ONLINE฀ CHATS฀ STEADILY฀ INCREASED฀ AND฀
BY฀ *ULY฀ ฀ A฀ DECISION฀ WAS฀ MADE฀
TO฀ EVALUATE฀ NEW฀ SOFTWARE฀ APPLICA
TIONS฀ THAT฀ OFFERED฀ ENHANCED฀ FEA
TURES฀ 1UESTION0OINT฀ WAS฀ ULTIMATELY฀
SELECTED฀ BECAUSE฀ IT฀ MET฀ THE฀ OVERALL฀
CRITERIA฀ WHICH฀ INCLUDED฀ INTEGRATED฀
FEATURES฀ FOR฀ CHAT฀AND฀EMAIL฀ STATISTI
CAL฀ TRACKING฀ AND฀ACCESS฀ FOR฀MULTIPLE฀
OPERATORS฀1UESTION0OINT฀ALSO฀OFFERED฀
THE฀ ADVANTAGES฀ OF฀ PARTICIPATION฀ IN฀








฀ -30฀ 	฀ A฀ PROJECTMANAGE
MENT฀ SOFTWARE฀ TOOL฀ 4HERE฀ ARE฀ SEV
ERAL฀ PROJECTMANAGEMENT฀ SOFTWARE฀
PROGRAMS฀ ON฀ THE฀ MARKET฀ AND฀ THE฀
DECISION฀TO฀USE฀-30฀฀WAS฀MAINLY฀
BASED฀ ON฀ CONVENIENCE฀ MEMBERS฀ OF฀
THE฀ IMPLEMENTATION฀ TEAM฀HAD฀PREVI
OUSLY฀ USED฀ -30฀ ฀ AND฀ THE฀ 5#&฀
LIBRARY฀OWNED฀A฀COPY฀
0ROJECTMANAGEMENT฀OR฀WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT฀ SOFTWARE฀ PROGRAMS฀ ARE฀
WIDELY฀USED฀IN฀THE฀COMPUTER฀INDUSTRY฀
AND฀ INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY฀ SECTORS฀
!S฀ LIBRARIES฀ TODAY฀ ADOPT฀ ADDITIONAL฀
TECHNOLOGIES฀ TO฀ MEET฀ THE฀ DEMANDS฀
FOR฀ INFORMATION฀ ACCESS฀ PROJECTMAN
AGEMENT฀ TOOLS฀ OFFER฀ PRACTICAL฀ METH
ODS฀FOR฀EFFICIENTLY฀MANAGING฀PROJECTS฀
'ENERALLY฀ THESE฀ TOOLS฀ ENABLE฀ PROJ
ECT฀ MANAGERS฀ TO฀ DEFINE฀ A฀ PROJECTS฀
SCOPE฀ AND฀ MANAGE฀ REQUIREMENTS฀ FOR฀
RESOURCES฀TIME฀AND฀COSTS฀THROUGHOUT฀
A฀PROJECTS฀ LIFECYCLE฀ 3CHACHTER฀POINTS฀
9ING฀ :HANG฀ YZHANG MAILUCFEDU	฀ IS฀
#OORDINATOR฀ OF฀ )NFORMATION฀ 3OURCE฀ AND฀
!SSOCIATE฀,IBRARIAN฀AND฀#ORINNE฀"ISHOP฀
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OUT฀ IN฀ A฀ RECENT฀ ARTICLE฀ IN฀ )NFORMATION฀
/UTLOOK฀ THAT฀ LIBRARIANS฀ARE฀ FREQUENTLY฀
CALLED฀ UPON฀ TO฀ TAKE฀ ON฀ THE฀ ROLE฀ OF฀
PROJECT฀ MANAGERSv7E฀ DONT฀ OFTEN฀
CALL฀ OURSELVES฀ PROJECT฀ MANAGERS฀ BUT฀
THE฀ FACT฀ THAT฀WE฀ DO฀ SO฀MUCH฀ PROJECT฀
MANAGEMENT฀ AS฀ PART฀ OF฀ OUR฀ REGU
LAR฀ POSITIONS฀ IS฀ INCREASINGLY฀ BEING฀




WAS฀ A฀ RELATIVELY฀ SMALL฀ PROJECT฀ COM
PARED฀TO฀TYPICAL฀TECHNOLOGY฀PROJECTS฀
(OWEVER฀ THE฀ OBJECTIVES฀ THAT฀ TYPIFY฀
THE฀KEY฀FUNCTIONS฀OF฀PROJECT฀MANAGE
MENT฀WERE฀APPLICABLE฀4HEY฀INCLUDE฀
THE฀ ABILITY฀ TO฀ ASSESS฀ THE฀ OVERALL฀
REQUIREMENTS฀ FOR฀ THE฀ PROJECT฀ TRACK฀
TASKS฀ ALLOCATE฀ RESOURCES฀ AND฀ SHARE฀
INFORMATION฀ WITH฀ SUCH฀ STAKEHOLD
ERS฀ ฀ AS฀ THE฀ LIBRARY฀ ADMINISTRATION฀
REFERENCE฀ DEPARTMENT฀ HEAD฀ AND฀
!SK!,IBRARIAN฀ STAFF฀ 4HE฀ EVALUA
TION฀ PHASE฀ PRIOR฀ TO฀ THE฀ SELECTION฀ OF฀
1UESTION0OINT฀ LASTED฀ FOR฀MORE฀ THAN฀
FIVE฀ MONTHS฀ AND฀ INVOLVED฀ SEVERAL฀
STAFF฀MEMBERS฀4ASKS฀WERE฀ASSIGNED฀
LARGELY฀ WITH฀ AN฀ ADHOC฀ APPROACH฀
AND฀COMMUNICATION฀RELIED฀PRIMARILY฀
ON฀ EMAIL฀ MESSAGES฀ SINCE฀ MEETINGS฀
WERE฀DIFFICULT฀TO฀ARRANGE฀)NEVITABLY฀
SOME฀ EFFORTS฀ WERE฀ DUPLICATED฀ OR฀
MISSED฀ AND฀ IT฀ BECAME฀ CLEAR฀ THAT฀
A฀ MORE฀ COORDINATED฀ EFFORT฀ WOULD฀
BE฀ NEEDED฀ FOR฀ THE฀ IMPLEMENTATION฀













THE฀ 1UESTION0OINT฀ 0ROFILE฀ AND฀ THE฀
)NTERFACE฀#USTOMIZATION฀!฀KEY฀OBJEC
TIVE฀ IN฀ DEVELOPING฀ THE฀ PROJECT฀ PLAN฀
WAS฀ TO฀ OUTLINE฀ EACH฀ TASK฀ REQUIRED฀
TO฀ COMPLETE฀ THE฀ PROJECT฀ 3INCE฀ TASK฀
INFORMATION฀ WAS฀ PRIMARILY฀ OUTLINED฀
IN฀ THE฀ /#,#1UESTION0OINTIMPLE
MENTATION฀ MATERIALS฀ THIS฀ WAS฀ EASY฀
TO฀ ACCOMPLISH฀ (OWEVER฀ CREATING฀ A฀
PROJECT฀ PLAN฀ ENABLED฀ THE฀ AUTHORS฀ TO฀
ASSEMBLE฀ ALL฀ OF฀ THE฀ TASK฀ INFORMATION฀
IN฀A฀ CORE฀ FILE฀WITH฀ESTIMATED฀COMPLE
TION฀DATES฀AND฀ADDITIONAL฀TASKRELATED฀
INFORMATION฀ 4HIS฀ IMPROVED฀ THE฀ ABIL
ITY฀ TO฀MANAGE฀ TASKS฀ TRACK฀ DEADLINES฀
SCHEDULE฀ STAFF฀ AND฀ SHARE฀ UPTODATE฀
INFORMATION฀WITH฀STAKEHOLDERS฀
4HE฀ 1UESTION0OINT฀ PROJECT฀ PLAN฀
WAS฀ DEVELOPED฀ USING฀ A฀ TOPDOWN฀
PLANNING฀METHOD฀4HE฀HIGHEST฀ LEVEL฀
OR฀ 3UMMARY฀ TASKS฀ WERE฀ IDENTIFIED฀
FOLLOWED฀ BY฀ A฀ BREAKDOWN฀ OF฀ THE฀
RELATED฀SUBTASKS฀&IGURE฀฀SHOWS฀THE฀








FINISH฀DATES฀ TASK฀ RELATIONSHIPS฀ AND฀
A฀ LIST฀OF฀ THE฀ STAFF฀MEMBERS฀ASSIGNED฀
TO฀ TASKS฀!LTHOUGH฀ THE฀ FIELDS฀ IN฀ THE฀
PROJECT฀ PLAN฀ LOOK฀ SIMILAR฀ TO฀ THOSE฀
USED฀ IN฀ -ICROSOFT฀ %XCEL฀ -30฀ ฀
FUNCTIONS฀MORE฀ LIKE฀A฀DATABASE฀THAN฀
A฀ SPREADSHEET฀PROGRAM฀$ATA฀ IN฀ THE฀
PROJECT฀ FIELDS฀ ARE฀ USED฀ TO฀ CALCULATE฀
TASK฀ DURATIONS฀ RESOURCE฀ SCHED
ULES฀ COSTS฀ AND฀ THE฀PROJECTS฀ CRITICAL฀
PATH฀WHICH฀IS฀THE฀SERIES฀OF฀ALL฀TASKS฀
THAT฀ DICTATES฀ THE฀ FINISH฀ DATE฀ OF฀ THE฀
PROJECT
)N฀ ADDITION฀ TO฀ THE฀ 'ANTT฀ #HART฀
VIEW฀ -30฀ ฀ PROVIDES฀ SEVERAL฀
OTHER฀ OPTIONS฀ FOR฀ VIEWING฀ PROJECT฀
PLANS฀ 4HE฀ 4RACKING'ANTT฀ VIEW฀
SHOWN฀IN฀FIGURE฀฀DISPLAYS฀THE฀SAME฀
FIELDS฀ AS฀ THE฀ 'ANTT฀ #HART฀ IN฀ THE฀ LEFT฀
SIDE฀ OF฀ THE฀ WINDOW฀ )N฀ THE฀ RIGHT฀
SIDE฀ OF฀ THE฀ WINDOW฀ THE฀ 4RACKING
'ANTT฀ VIEW฀ DISPLAYS฀ TASK฀ DURATIONS฀
ASSIGNED฀ RESOURCES฀ AND฀ 3UMMARY฀
TASKS฀ WHICH฀ ARE฀ PLOTTED฀ WITH฀ BAR฀
GRAPHS฀ 4HIS฀ GRAPHICAL฀ VIEW฀ CAN฀ BE฀
USEFUL฀ TO฀ QUICKLY฀ SCAN฀ THE฀ STATUS฀ OF฀
TASKS
4HE฀ 4ASK)$฀ FIELD฀ CONTAINS฀ THE฀
NUMBER฀ ASSIGNED฀ BY฀ -30฀ ฀ TO฀
INDIVIDUAL฀TASKS฀)NDICATOR฀ICONS฀DIS
PLAYED฀ IN฀ THE฀ )NDICATORS฀ FIELD฀ REP
RESENT฀ ADDITIONAL฀ TASK฀ INFORMATION฀
#HECK฀ MARKS฀ IN฀ THE฀ )NDICATORS฀ FIELD฀
FIGURE฀ 	฀ REPRESENT฀ PERCENT฀ TASK฀
COMPLETION
-30฀ ฀ PROVIDES฀ OPTIONS฀ TO฀
ADD฀ OTHER฀ RELATED฀ INFORMATION฀ SUCH฀
AS฀HYPERLINKS฀IN฀THE฀)NDICATORS฀FIELD฀
5SING฀ HYPERLINKS฀ AS฀ INDICATORS฀ FOR฀
TASKS฀ ฀ AND฀฀ ENABLED฀ THE฀AUTHORS฀
TO฀LINK฀DIRECTLY฀FROM฀THE฀PROJECT฀PLAN฀
TO฀CHAT฀AND฀EMAIL฀SETUP฀INFORMATION฀
ON฀ THE฀ 1UESTION0OINTORG฀7EB฀ SITE฀
!S฀ SHOWN฀ IN฀ FIGURE฀ ฀ PLACING฀ THE฀
MOUSE฀ OVER฀ THE฀ HYPERLINK฀ ICON฀ DIS
PLAYS฀A฀POPUP฀NOTE฀WITH฀ADDITIONAL฀
INFORMATION฀ ABOUT฀ THE฀ INDICATOR฀
.OTES฀CAN฀BE฀ADDED฀IN฀THE฀)NDICATORS฀
FIELD฀ ALSO฀ WHICH฀ IS฀ A฀ PRACTICAL฀ WAY฀
TO฀ INCLUDE฀ FOLLOWUP฀ INFORMATION฀ OR฀
TASK฀DETAILS฀
"OLDED฀ HEADINGS฀ IN฀ THE฀ 4ASK
.AME฀ FIELDS฀ ARE฀ CALLED฀ 3UMMARY฀
TASKS฀ AND฀ IDENTIFY฀ THE฀MAJOR฀ PHASES฀
OF฀ THE฀ PROJECT฀ 4HE฀ INDENTED฀ SUB
TASKS฀ IDENTIFY฀ THE฀ STEPS฀ FOR฀ COMPLE
TION฀ OF฀ EACH฀ PHASE฀ )NFORMATION฀ IN฀
THE฀$URATION฀3TART฀AND฀&INISH฀FIELDS฀
WAS฀ IDENTIFIED฀ FROM฀ FIXED฀ DEADLINES฀
FOR฀SPECIFIC฀TASKS฀ESTIMATES฀BASED฀ON฀
THE฀ 1UESTION0OINT฀ IMPLEMENTATION฀





HAVE฀ TO฀ BE฀ COMPLETED฀ IN฀ A฀ SPECIFIC฀
ORDER฀ 4HE฀ 0REDECESSOR฀ FIELD฀ IS฀ USED฀
TO฀ SET฀DEPENDENCY฀ RELATIONSHIPS฀ AND฀
ESTABLISH฀THE฀SEQUENCE฀IN฀WHICH฀TASKS฀
SHOULD฀ BE฀ COMPLETED฀ 4HIS฀ REQUIRES฀





COMMON฀ DEPENDENCY฀ CONTROL฀ IS฀ THE฀




OTHER฀ DEPENDENCY฀ OPTIONS฀ SUCH฀ AS฀
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THE฀ STARTTOSTART฀ DEPENDENCY฀ WHICH฀
IS฀USED฀ FOR฀ TASKS฀ THAT฀ OCCUR฀ SIMULTA
NEOUSLY฀ WHEN฀ THE฀ START฀ DATE฀ OF฀ THE฀
PREDECESSOR฀TASK฀DETERMINES฀THE฀START฀
DATE฀OF฀THE฀SUCCESSOR฀TASK
)N฀ THE฀ 2ESOURCE.AMES฀ FIELD฀
THE฀ INITIALS฀ OF฀ EACH฀ STAFF฀ MEMBER฀
ASSIGNED฀ TO฀ A฀ TASK฀ ARE฀ DISPLAYED฀
3TAFF฀ASSIGNMENTS฀ARE฀ALSO฀DISPLAYED฀
IN฀ THE฀ 4RACKING'ANTT฀ BAR฀ GRAPH฀
BESIDE฀ THE฀ ASSIGNMENT฀ DURATIONS฀
2ESOURCE฀ INFORMATION฀ IS฀ RECORDED฀
AND฀ LINKED฀ FROM฀ A฀ SEPARATE฀ PROJECT฀
RESOURCE฀ SHEET฀2ESOURCE฀3HEETS฀ARE฀
EASY฀TO฀SET฀UP฀AND฀OFFER฀ADVANTAGES฀
FOR฀ MANAGING฀ PROJECT฀ ASSIGNMENTS฀
AND฀CALCULATING฀COSTS฀4RACKING฀TASK
ASSIGNMENT฀ DURATIONS฀ AND฀ RESOURCE฀
ALLOCATIONS฀ ARE฀ AN฀ IMPORTANT฀ FOCUS฀
OF฀ PROJECT฀ MANAGEMENT฀ -30฀ ฀
USES฀ EFFORTDRIVEN฀ SCHEDULING฀ AS฀
THE฀DEFAULT฀OPTION฀FOR฀THESE฀CALCULA
TIONS฀4HE฀BASIC฀IDEA฀OF฀EFFORTDRIVEN฀
SCHEDULING฀ IS฀ THAT฀ IF฀ TWO฀ PEOPLE฀
RESOURCES	฀ ARE฀ ASSIGNED฀ TO฀ A฀ TASK฀
THE฀ TASK฀ DURATION฀ IS฀ CUT฀ IN฀ HALF฀
(OWEVER฀THIS฀FORMULA฀IS฀NOT฀SUITABLE฀
FOR฀EVERY฀TASK฀WHICH฀WAS฀THE฀CASE฀IN฀
THIS฀ PROJECT฀ 3OME฀ TASK฀ DURATIONS฀
WERE฀ CALCULATED฀ USING฀ EFFORTDRIVEN฀
SCHEDULING฀ AND฀ FOR฀ SOME฀ TASKS฀ IT฀
WAS฀TURNED฀OFF
-ILESTONES฀ IDENTIFY฀ SIGNIFICANT฀
EVENTS฀ OR฀ MARKERS฀ IN฀ A฀ PROJECT฀ AND฀
ARE฀DISPLAYED฀USING฀DIAMONDSHAPED฀
ICONS฀ IN฀ THE฀ 4RACKING'ANTT฀ CHART฀
4ASK฀฀IN฀FIGURE฀฀/#,#฀)NSTITUTION
0ROFILE฀ APPROVAL	฀ IS฀ IDENTIFIED฀ AS฀ A฀
MILESTONE฀IN฀THE฀AUTHORS฀PROJECT฀PLAN฀
BECAUSE฀ CONTINUING฀ ON฀ TO฀ THE฀ SECOND฀
PHASE฀ OF฀ THE฀ PROJECT฀ WAS฀ CONTINGENT฀
UPON฀ COMPLETION฀ OF฀ THIS฀ TASK฀ 3INCE฀
-ILESTONES฀ REPRESENT฀ A฀ SIGNIFICANT฀
POINT฀ IN฀ THE฀PROJECT฀PLAN฀AND฀ARE฀NOT฀
NORMALLY฀ ASSOCIATED฀ WITH฀ A฀ DEFINED฀
WORKRELATED฀ TASK฀ THEY฀ ARE฀ SHOWN฀
WITH฀ A฀ ZERODURATION฀ IN฀ THE฀ PROJECT฀




3UMMARY฀ TASK฀ BARS฀ SHOWN฀ IN฀ FIG
URE฀ ฀ REPRESENT฀ THE฀ DURATION฀ OF฀ EACH฀
OF฀ THE฀ PHASES฀ AND฀ MAY฀ BE฀ CHANGED฀
ONLY฀ IF฀ INDIVIDUAL฀ TASK฀ DURATIONS฀ ARE฀
ADJUSTED





VEY฀ THE฀ RELATIONSHIPS฀BETWEEN฀ TASKS฀
RATHER฀ THAN฀ FOCUSING฀ ON฀ TASK฀ DURA
TIONS฀!S฀IS฀THE฀CASE฀WITH฀OTHER฀PROJECT฀
VIEWS฀IT฀IS฀POSSIBLE฀TO฀CONTROL฀WHICH฀




TO฀ GENERATE฀ BASIC฀ REPORTS฀ USING฀ TEM
PLATES฀ OR฀ CUSTOMIZED฀ REPORTS฀ THAT฀
MAKE฀ USE฀ OF฀ FILTERS฀ TO฀ SELECT฀ SPE
CIFIC฀ CRITERIA฀ 4HE฀ REPORT฀ OPTIONS฀
ARE฀ DESIGNED฀ SO฀ THAT฀ REPORTS฀ CAN฀ BE฀
VIEWED฀ AND฀ PRINTED฀ FROM฀ THE฀ 0RINT
0REVIEW฀ WINDOW฀ ONLY฀ 4HIS฀ MEANS฀
THAT฀ IN฀ ORDER฀ TO฀ VIEW฀ REPORTS฀ BEFORE฀





BEFORE฀ PRINTING฀ A฀ PROJECT฀ VIEW฀ SUCH฀
AS฀ THE฀ 4RACKING'ANTT฀ CHART฀ SHOWN฀
0ROJECT฀ INFORMATION฀DISPLAYED฀ IN฀ THE฀
PROJECTPLAN฀WINDOWS฀IS฀USUALLY฀ONLY฀
A฀ SMALL฀ PORTION฀ OF฀ THE฀ FULL฀ PROJECT฀
VIEW฀THAT฀WILL฀BE฀PRINTED฀4HIS฀MEANS฀
THAT฀EVEN฀RELATIVELY฀SMALL฀PROJECTS฀CAN฀




-30฀ ฀ HAS฀ A฀MODERATE฀ LEARNING฀
CURVE฀ AND฀ IS฀ NOT฀ HIGHLY฀ INTUITIVE฀
$EPENDING฀ ON฀ THE฀ PROJECTMAN
AGEMENT฀ SOFTWARE฀ AN฀ ORGANIZATION฀
CHOOSES฀ AND฀ THE฀ LEVEL฀ OF฀ EXPERI
ENCE฀ STAFF฀ POSSESSES฀ CONSIDERABLE฀
LEADTIME฀MAY฀ BE฀ REQUIRED฀ TO฀ LEARN฀
HOW฀ TO฀ USE฀ SUCH฀ A฀ SOFTWARE฀ PRO
GRAM฀ !S฀ WITH฀ ALL฀ OTHER฀ SOFTWARE฀
PROGRAMS฀IT฀ IS฀USUALLY฀NECESSARY฀TO฀
PURCHASE฀ A฀ SITE฀ LICENSE฀ FOR฀MULTIPLE฀
&IGURE฀฀'ANTT฀#HART฀
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USERS฀ !NOTHER฀ FACTOR฀ TO฀ BE฀ CONSID
ERED฀ IS฀ THE฀ RISK฀ OF฀ BEING฀ LOCKEDIN฀
TO฀ AN฀ EXPENSIVE฀ PROGRAM฀ THAT฀ MAY฀
NOT฀ SERVE฀ FUTURE฀PURPOSES฀ &INALLY฀
THERE฀ ARE฀ THE฀ COST฀ CONSIDERATIONS฀
OF฀ PURCHASING฀ SOFTWARE฀ &OR฀ SMALL฀
PROJECTS฀LEARNING฀A฀PROJECTMANAGE
MENT฀PROGRAM฀DOES฀NOT฀ NECESSARILY฀
OFFER฀ HUGE฀ ADVANTAGES฀ )NSTEAD฀ IT฀
MAY฀BE฀MORE฀PRACTICAL฀AND฀EFFICIENT฀
TO฀ CREATE฀ AN฀ %XCEL฀ SPREADSHEET฀ TO฀
MANAGE฀A฀SMALL฀PROJECT฀
&OR฀ THE฀ AUTHORS฀ ONE฀ HURDLE฀ IN฀
USING฀-30฀฀HAD฀TO฀DO฀WITH฀SET









OF฀ TASKS฀ CONTINGENT฀ UPON฀ THE฀ NUM
BER฀ OF฀ UNITS฀ RESOURCES	฀ ALLOCATED฀
TO฀ COMPLETE฀ IT฀ 7ITH฀ EFFORTDRIVEN฀
SCHEDULING฀ TURNED฀ ON฀ TASK฀ DURA
TIONS฀ ARE฀ AUTOMATICALLY฀ CALCULATED฀
AND฀ ENTERED฀ INTO฀ THE฀ PROJECT฀ PLAN฀
)N฀SOME฀INSTANCES฀THIS฀WORKED฀WELL฀
BUT฀ IN฀ OTHER฀ INSTANCES฀ THIS฀ FORMULA฀
SKEWED฀ TASKCOMPLETION฀ TIMES฀ AND฀
CAUSED฀ RESOURCES฀ TO฀ BE฀ ASSIGNED฀ AN฀
OVERALLOCATED฀OR฀UNDERALLOCATED฀STA
TUS฀ 4O฀ SOLVE฀ THIS฀ PROBLEM฀ IT฀ WAS฀




MAINTAINING฀ ACCURATE฀ TASK฀ DURA
TIONS฀ 4HE฀ EFFORTDRIVEN฀ OPTION฀ IS฀
DISPLAYED฀IN฀THE฀TOOLS฀SECTION฀IN฀THE฀




WAS฀ NOT฀ REQUIRED฀ IT฀ WAS฀ BELIEVED฀ TO฀
BE฀BENEFICIAL฀฀5SING฀-30฀฀OFFERED฀
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TIMELINE฀ FOR฀ THE฀ PROJECT฀ WAS฀ DRAWN฀
UP฀ FROM฀WHICH฀COMPLETION฀DATES฀ FOR฀
INDIVIDUAL฀ TASKS฀ AND฀ THE฀ ENTIRE฀ PROJ
ECT฀ COULD฀ BE฀ APPROXIMATED฀ /VERALL฀
USING฀THE฀PROJECT฀PLAN฀MADE฀IT฀POSSIBLE฀
TO฀ MANAGE฀ DEADLINES฀ CONTROL฀ ACTUAL฀
AND฀ PLANNED฀ TASKS฀ AND฀ COMMUNI
CATE฀ WITH฀ STAKEHOLDERS฀ THROUGHOUT฀
THE฀PROJECT฀ )T฀ ALSO฀PROVIDED฀A฀MEANS฀
TO฀ EVALUATE฀ THE฀ PROGRESS฀ OF฀ THE฀ PROJ
ECT฀ AFTER฀ ITS฀ COMPLETION฀ 4HE฀ AUTHORS฀
BELIEVE฀ THE฀ADVANTAGES฀OF฀USING฀-30฀









AGEMENT฀ SOFTWARE฀ BE฀ CONSIDERED฀
0ROJECTMANAGEMENT฀ TOOLS฀ OFFER฀
THE฀ POTENTIAL฀ FOR฀ STREAMLINING฀ THE฀
MANAGEMENT฀OF฀LIBRARY฀PROJECTS฀AND฀
ENHANCING฀THE฀LEVEL฀OF฀PLANNING฀AND฀
COMMUNICATIONALL฀ OF฀ WHICH฀ ARE฀
BENEFICIAL฀ TO฀ THE฀ SUCCESS฀ AND฀ ON
TIME฀ COMPLETION฀ OF฀ PROJECTS฀ 4HE฀
AUTHORS฀ EXPERIENCE฀ ILLUSTRATES฀ THAT฀
USING฀ PROGRAMS฀ SUCH฀ AS฀-30฀ ฀
CAN฀ PROVIDE฀ A฀ PRACTICAL฀ APPROACH฀
TO฀ PLANNING฀ DETAILED฀ PROJECTS฀ AND฀
FUNCTION฀ AS฀ POWERFUL฀ WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT฀ TOOLS฀ TO฀ IMPLEMENT฀
LIBRARY฀TECHNOLOGIES
4HERE฀ HAVE฀ BEEN฀ SEVERAL฀ PHILO
SOPHICAL฀AND฀THEORETICAL฀DISCUSSIONS฀
ON฀PROJECT฀MANAGEMENT฀IN฀LIBRARIES฀
)N฀ FACT฀ IT฀ HAS฀ BEEN฀ SUGGESTED฀ THAT฀
PROJECT฀MANAGEMENT฀CAN฀BE฀APPLIED฀
TO฀ ELECTRONIC฀ RESOURCES฀ RECONFIG
URING฀ LIBRARIES฀ TO฀ ACCOMMODATE฀
TWENTYFIRSTCENTURY฀LEARNING฀STYLES฀
AND฀ TO฀ INTEGRATE฀ ACADEMICLIBRARY฀
PROJECTS฀WITH฀PROJECTS฀IN฀OTHER฀AREAS฀
OF฀ THE฀ UNIVERSITY฀ )N฀ THIS฀ PAPERS฀
LITERATURE฀ REVIEW฀ THE฀ AUTHORS฀ DID฀
NOT฀ DISCOVER฀ ANY฀ PREVIOUS฀ ARTICLES฀
WRITTEN฀ ABOUT฀ THE฀ USE฀ OF฀-30฀ ฀
OR฀OTHER฀PROJECTMANAGEMENT฀APPLI
CATIONS฀ IN฀ LIBRARIES฀ 4HIS฀ DISCUSSION฀
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฀ ฀ ฀).&/2-!4)/.฀4%#(./,/'9฀!.$฀,)"2!2)%3฀฀ \฀฀ 3%04%-"%2฀
MERELY฀ DESCRIBES฀ THE฀ BASIC฀ FEATURES฀
OF฀-30฀฀AND฀IS฀NOT฀INTENDED฀TO฀
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